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Cool-to-the-Touch LEDs to the Rescue!

APPLICATION – Helicopter Medical Instruments Table

PRODUCT – Based PAR20 Spotlight Lamps & Light Strips

LOCATION – Denmark

OPPORTUNITY
Air Force doctor seared his
Aburnedfterhandaout,onRoyalathehotDanish
halogen light bulb that then
Danish Air Materiel Command – the

procurement arm of the Danish Air Force, conducted
a search-and-rescue operation for a cooler and more
reliable lamp to illuminate the medical instruments’
table onboard their medevac helicopters.
Expediting their quest was their experience with
LED-sourced lighting and that they knew LEDtronics
Inc. could supply it. Previously, LEDtronics had solved
a similar lighting problem on the medevac helicopters. A halogen bulb in the swing-arm task light
above the examination table made the light fixture
too hot for medical personnel to reposition it when
necessary.

SOLUTION

he solution was a cool-operating, directTHenckel,
incandescent-replacement LED light bulb. John
the LEDtronics representative at the time

2000mcd of focused light. The directional light
from LED Light Strips brightly illuminated the
targeted area for optimal viewing, without
compromising the night vision of the rest of
the helicopter’s crew or, most importantly,
making the light fixture hot.
Success in search-and-rescue operations
most often depends on time. The faster medical attention is administered, the greater are
the odds of survival. When every wasted moment puts lives at risk, medical personnel can
ill afford distractions like blistering-hot light
fixtures or burned out bulbs. Pleased with the
performance of the LED PAR20 bulbs and LED
Light Strips, the Danish Air Materiel Command
purchased LED lamps to retrofit all of their
new helicopters.
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for Northern Europe, recommended a 66 5mm LED
PAR20 bulb, because it is bright and easy to install.
The bulb’s base conforms to the standard European
E27 socket, thereby simplifying swapping out the
halogen bulb.
Additionally, the LED PAR20 produces a brilliant
white light, making it easy for medical personnel to
see, assess and treat a patient’s injuries. The Danish
Air Materiel Command evaluated bulbs with white
LEDs of different color temperature: incandescent
white (4500K) and cool white (8000K). After testing

each, they selected the incandescent white,
due to its superior color rendering ability that
helped differentiate between tissue, blood and
other bodily fluids. While all these attributes
contributed to the command’s purchase decision, what clinched it was how the LED PAR20
always remained cool, no matter how long it
remained on.
Once again, the procurement office looked
to LEDtronics for an alternative to the halogen
lamp at the instruments table: the LEDtronics
LED Light Strip. At a half-inch high, this strip
fit the existing cylindrical fixture and gives off
plenty of light. It features 105 narrow-beamed
incandescent-white 5mm domed LEDs mounted on a 27”L x 0.75”W printed circuit board.
The strip draws only 0.525A, while generating
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LEDtronics LED Light Strip
STP524C-2IW-012V

PAR20-66-0CW-014S
STP524C-2IW-012V
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